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Description
Note by Nelson to amette: from by looking at the status it looks like the status of the instance is changed to ACTIVE too early, before setup.sh is complete. As already spoken, can you look at it? If it works properly there should not be an additional warning as marc suggests.

Marc: When creating a show instance, the spinner should last longer or there should be a warning to com back in 5-10 minutes, to avoid the user seeing things like this:

![Screenshot of a warning message](image)

Solution
reinvestigating, something is strange. it wasn't like this before.

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
5
Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments
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Amette will be looking at this asap. It seems like it's due to ACTIVE status being reported
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